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Abstract 
Thc convergence of the tecllnologies of Digital Multimed~a and h e  World-M1itlc-Web has 
rcsulted in Irztemet Mrdtimedilr systems. At the heart of the succtssful dtployn~ent of Intzrnet 
Multnnedia systems are the strennliny and cadluq paradigms. Hitherto considered ~ndependent, 
this thesis explores their convergence, in the form o f  a design for a streaming arid ctlchrng 
architecture to be deployed on broadband networks. The t h e m  envisages the near future as one 
111 which the local broadband network has a number of co-operating proxy caching scrvers for 
AIV content The basis of the work is the proposed Internet srandard, Real Time Streaming 
Protocol (RTSP). This is likely to be the de-fmto standard for well-based AN caching and 
streammg, in the future. The proxies are all managed by an 'Intelligent Agent' or 'Broker' - illis 
has been designed as an enhanced RTSP proxy server that maintains the state information that is 
so essential in streaming of media data. In addition, all the caching algorithms run on the broker. 
Having an intelligent agent or broker ensures that the 'simple' caching servers can be easily 
embedded into the network. This, m essence is why the proposed architecture 1s differen1 from 
the rraditional web proxies and video server architecture. However, RTSP does not have the right 
model for doing broker based streiaminglcaching architecture. The work reported here is ;in 
attempt to contrhute towards that end. A major contribution of the work reported here 1s the 
design of the 'global outline' for the working of such a caching and streaming syslem. The ~hesls 
also describes the concept of an al~~ilirrry cache, which stores ii!fimrdorz about the cached 
objccts rather than the objects theniselves. The auxiliary cache helps the broker in the efficien~ 
Indexing and storage manipulation of the cached objects. A novel approach for the case of 
staggered client requests for the same media clip 1s proposed. In [his case, it is shown how the 
bandwidth mlsmatch between the local and external network can be utilized for prov~ding a 
better Quality-Of-Service to subsequent clients. Another issue that lias been considered is the 
particular case of caching and streaming of video objects that are scalably encoded. A novel 
h y r d  replncenzent approach for this situation is proposed. The thesis also invesrigtltes the 
performance of various caching schemes after modifying them for this problem. In addition, two 
new caching policies are proposed for the particular case of caching of layered viddm and are 
compared with the standard ones. To  evaluate the pesfornlance of m y  such layered video 
caching system, a novel performance metric called the 'Quality Hit Ratio' is also inlroducell. 
